“Action is the foundational key to all success.”

– Pablo Picasso
The core values detailed within are simple ideas that will help unify our team under one common goal: to live these values, everyday. Commitment to customer satisfaction, finding solutions, and high ethical standards, along with a constant focus on improvement and teamwork are what make Riggio great.

These focused values will be supported by management - at Riggio we practice what we preach. With all employees interacting with these principles in mind, we will define the company’s culture in a framework that is positive, cohesive, and conducive to many years of continued success.

Sincerely,

Vincent Riggio
TEAM EFFORT produces the best results

We believe in “WE” NOT “I”
Every team member is important!

Embrace DIVERSITY

Team members are encouraged to develop their skills
and be accountable for their work

Celebrate SUCCESS and RELIABILITY
Relentless and PASSIONATE attention to consistency and every detail

QUALITY is a habit

DETERMINATION to achieve excellence in delivery of our work product: reliable, error free, on time every time

Strive to be the best, making the UNATTAINABLE, ATTAINABLE

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Constantly strive to find the **BEST SOLUTION** to a customer problem

Develop services that **MEET THE NEEDS** of our customers

**ADAPTABLE** to changing needs

**IMAGINE** new services for our company to create new business opportunities
HIGHEST ETHICAL STANDARDS

1. Demonstrated in EVERYTHING we do

2. Take RESPONSIBILITY for our work, safety, health and the environment

3. LEAD by example

4. Integrity, truth, fairness, respect, and trust are at the HEART of our business

5. Treat company resources and customer resources as if they WERE OUR OWN
CULTIVATE CONTINUOUS customer satisfaction

Build lifelong customer relationships by satisfying their needs through UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

BE THE BEST at solving customer problems, meeting their needs and finding ways to anticipate, deliver and capture value

CONSISTENTLY DRIVE innovation, develop new services and add value to our customers